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However, HBM systems suffer from a limited capacity. The
user needs to select which parts of his data have to reside
on the HBM, using vendor-provided libraries and directives
to manage HBM data placement and movement. However,
this data shufﬂing is a burden because this scheme relies on
the programmer to provide high-level hints on which level
of memory a particular data section should be allocated.
Also, adding these low-level constructs at the user-code level
decreases performance portability among different systems.
Indeed, NVIDIA, AMD and Intel, for instance, have their own
respective API to manage their HBM. Several efforts are being
developed to add extensions to better support HBM at the API
level. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the ﬁrst effort
to look at the problem from a compiler point of view.
LLVM is a widespread SSA-based compilation infrastructure for sequential and parallel languages. In this paper, we use
LLVM to decide when it is beneﬁcial to allocate data in the
HBM for sequential and OpenMP [1] codes. As a case study,
we will use the HBM of Knights Landing (KNL), the second
generation of Intel Xeon Phi processors; the HBM in KNL is
called MCDRAM. LLVM will be used to detect the temporal
locality of data (frequently-used data) in order to decide on
which memory level allocations should be performed: HBM
or DDR. Frequently-used data is involved in a high number of
memory operations. However, in the presence of computationheavy kernels, the latency of memory load operations will be
hidden, via pipelining with computations. Therefore, a ratio
of memory over computation operations should be computed
in lieu of the sole number of memory operations. Moreover,
since the latency of irregular accesses is higher than the one
for contiguous ones, this should be also added in the metric
used in the compiler analysis.
We introduce a priority function to estimate, for each
dynamically-created variable in a program, whether it corresponds to high-bandwidth-critical data or not. The resulting
new pass is called Bandwidth-Critical Data Analysis (BCDA).
The compiler will associate a priority to each variable; the
priority function depends on the ratio of memory uses over
computations, the latency of operations (irregular vs. regular)
and the presence of simultaneous vs. individual accesses.
Admittedly, our design is the result of many trade-offs between
the bandwidth, latency and size of data, and is experimentally

Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new LLVM analysis,
called Bandwidth-Critical Data Analysis (BCDA), to decide when
it is beneﬁcial to allocate data in High-Bandwidth Memory
(HBM) and then transform allocation calls into speciﬁc HBM
allocation calls, for increased performance in parallel systems.
High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) is a new memory technology
that features stacked 3D chips on processor dies.
The well-known SSA-based compilation infrastructure for
sequential and parallel languages LLVM will be used to detect
frequently used data and patterns of memory accesses in order
to decide on which level to allocate the data: HBM or DDR.
BCDA core analysis counts the number of data uses and detects
irregular and simultaneous accesses, generating a priority value
for every variable. Using this priority value information, LLVM
will generate memkind_alloc function calls, to transform
mallocs to HBM allocations if HBM is present and a sufﬁcient
size of HBM is available.
As a use case for validating our approach, we show how the
Conjugate Gradient (CG) benchmark from the NAS Parallel suite
can be optimized for the use of MCDRAM, as the HBM on the
Knights Landing Xeon Phi processors is called. We implement
BCDA in the LLVM compiler and apply it on CG to detect when
it is beneﬁcial to allocate data in the HBM. Then, we allocate the
data in the MCDRAM using hbwmalloc library calls. Using the
priority generated by BCDA, we achieved a 2.29x performance
improvement using the LLVM compiler and 2.33x using Intel’s
compiler compared to the DDR version of CG.
Index Terms—LLVM; HBW; KNL; MCDRAM; OpenMP;

I. I NTRODUCTION
High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) systems, such as MCDRAM in KNL and HBM2 in the NVIDIA Pascal GPU, use
a new 3D memory technology that vertically stacks memory
chips on processor dies. This new technique enables the
stacking-up of up to eight memory dies together vertically
and makes them behave as a single device; this type of
memory achieves higher performance, in particular bandwidth,
at reduced power than traditional 2-dimensional DRAM. If
DDR still provides lower latency compared to HBM, its
limited bandwidth is a signiﬁcant bottleneck when looking
at performance and power consumption issues. Thus, the
efﬁcient use of HBM constitutes a vital step to exploiting
modern memory systems, explaining why HBM is appearing
everywhere on emergent and planned future architectures.
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A. LLVM Optimization Framework

validated by our use case study. Note also that this cost model
can be extended with other metric parameters such as the size
of data.
Once the priority information is generated, the next step
is to allocate higher-priority data in the HBM. In this work,
the actual allocation on the MCDRAM is performed using
the LLVM compiler via a static code transformation that
transforms malloc calls to calls to a new function, namely
memkind_alloc. This function, at run time, allocates nonzero-priority variables on the HBM if HBM is present and a
sufﬁcient size of HBM is available.
As a use case for validating our approach, we show how the
Conjugate Gradient (CG) benchmark from the NAS Parallel
suite can be optimized for the use of MCDRAM of Knights
Landing. We implement our Bandwidth-Critical Data analysis
in the LLVM compiler and apply it on CG to detect when it is
beneﬁcial to allocate data in the HBM. Then, we allocate the
data in the MCDRAM using hbwmalloc library calls. Note that
our analysis pass can also be used by analysis and proﬁling
tools to guide the user when trying to take advantage of HBM
in the system. Using the priority generated by our analysis,
we achieved a ×2.29 performance improvement using the
LLVM compiler and ×2.33 using Intel’s compiler compared
to a malloc-based version of CG.
The three main contributions of this paper are:
•

•

•

LLVM [2] is an open-source compilation framework that
uses an intermediate representation (IR) in Static Single
Assignment (SSA) [3] form. Clang is the LLVM front-end
for C/C++/Objective-C compilation. LLVM includes multiple
tools, especially the LLVM optimizer (opt) and Polly. opt is
the modular LLVM optimizer and analyzer. It can perform
different LLVM-speciﬁc optimizations or/and analyses on an
input source ﬁle; the output is an optimized IR ﬁle or prettyprinted analyses. As a complement to opt, Polly [4] is a highlevel loop and data-locality optimizer for LLVM. Polly uses
the polyhedral model and employs an abstract mathematical
representation based on integer polyhedra to analyze and
optimize the memory access patterns of a program. Polly also
performs classic loop transformations, especially tiling and
loop fusion, to improve data locality.
LLVM is widely used, mainly thanks to its rich backend
system. In fact, LLVM provides code generators for x86, x8664, PowerPC, PowerPC-64, ARM, Thumb, SPARC, Alpha,
CellSPU, MIPS, MSP430, SystemZ, and XCore. In this work,
we extend LLVM by an analysis and a transformation pass to
efﬁciently and automatically allocate data in the HBM.
B. KNL Architecture
The Knights Landing (KNL) Many Integrated Core (MIC)
architecture [5] is the second generation of the Intel Xeon Phi
family of products. As shown in Figure 1, KNL is composed
of up to 36 physical tiles interconnected by a 2-D mesh
on a single die. Each tile is composed of two wide out-oforder cores and a shared L2 cache. Each core is, furthermore,
composed of two 512-bit vector processing units (handling
AVX-512 instructions). KNL uses a distributed tag directory
to keep the L2 caches in all tiles coherent with each other.
Each tile contains a caching/home agent that holds a portion
of the distributed tag directory and serves as the connection
point between the mesh and the tile. The KNL has two kinds
of memory: (1) a High-Bandwidth Memory of 16-GigaBytes
(GB) Multi-channel DRAM (MCDRAM) with up to 490 GB/s
bandwidth, and (2) Low-Latency Memory of up to 384 GB
at double data rate (DDR4), with a 90 GB/s bandwidth. The
MCDRAM can be conﬁgured in 3 modes:
1) cache mode, where the MCDRAM serves as a cache
layer between L2 and DDR and is transparent to software;
2) ﬂat mode, where the MCDRAM is used as an addressable high-bandwidth memory and shares the physical
address space with the DDR memory;
3) hybrid mode, where part of the MCDRAM is used as
cache and part as a DDR extension.
The 2-D KNL KNL mesh interconnect supports 3 types of
cluster modes.
All-to-all In this mode, there is no afﬁnity between tile,
directory and memory. Hence, an L2 cache miss can
result in a request being sent to the tile that owns the
tag directory, yielding a request sent to either MCDRAM

the design and LLVM implementation of BandwidthCritical Data Analysis, which required extending the
use-def chains analysis of LLVM to the interprocedural
context and analyzing patterns of memory accesses;
a transformation pass in LLVM that, based on the results generated by BCDA, transforms mallocs into
calls to a new function, memkind_alloc, which calls
hbw_malloc, at run time, to allocate BandwidthCritical Data that can ﬁt within the MCDRAM in the
MCDRAM memory – otherwise, the original malloc is
kept;
the application and validation of this analysis using
NAS-NPB Conjugate Gradient Benchmark on the KNL’s
MCDRAM.

After this introduction, we describe the LLVM compilation framework and provide an overview of KNL and its
HBM, MCDRAM, in Section II. The methodology for automatic HBM allocations, which we motivated in Section III,
including our Bandwidth-Critical Data analysis design and
implementation, is introduced in Section IV. Section V illustrates and discusses performance results of the application
of Bandwidth-Critical Data analysis on NAS-NPB Conjugate
Gradient Benchmark. We survey related work in Section VI.
We discuss future work and conclude in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we give an overview of the LLVM compiler
and KNL architecture.
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brary is built on top of the existing Libnuma API; one example
of memkind API call is memkind_malloc. While memkind
and hbwmalloc are for heap allocation in C, allocatable arrays
in Fortran are managed using a different mechanism. For this,
Intel has a FASTMEM directive in their Fortran 16.0 compiler1
which can be used as follows:
!DIR$ ATTRIBUTES FASTMEM :: object
The third technique uses the AutoHBW API [8], which
automatically allocates data in the MCDRAM, with no need
for user application modiﬁcation or recompilation. A threshold
size can be speciﬁed using an environment variable, namely
AUTO_HBW_SIZE; only the data of size above this threshold
will be HBM-allocated.
Finally, the numactl Linux command line can be used
when a whole application can ﬁt within the MCDRAM. In
this paper, we are interested in the case when only portions
of the data set can ﬁt in the HBM.

Figure 1: Knights Landing CPU and memory hierarchy

or DDR, depending on the location of the actual address;
this will be followed by the request being serviced by the
memory controller to the initial requesting tile over the
2-D mesh. This generally results in poor memory access
performance.
Quadrant The tiles are divided into four quadrants. There is
no afﬁnity between tiles and directory, but there is one
between directory and memory. Hence a tag directory
will forward memory requests to a controller within the
quadrant where the tag directory lies.
Sub-NUMA Clustering (SNC) Each quadrant (cluster) is
considered as a separate NUMA domain by the OS.
This conﬁguration looks analogous to a 4-socket Xeon.
There is afﬁnity between tile, tag directory and memory
and requests are localized to quadrants to which the tile
belongs.
In this paper we are interested in the ﬂat and Sub-NUMA
clustering modes, which are the recommended ones for HPC
applications striving to take full advantage of the HBM.

III. M OTIVATION
HBM achieves high performance with power requirements
reduced compared to DDR. The best case scenario for the user
is when all of her application data ﬁts into the HBM: the user
does not have to change her application (using numactl, in
the case of KNL). However, in the case where the data sets are
larger than the HBM size, the user has to detect the bandwidthcritical parts and adapt these portions to make them reside in
the HBM. The user needs analysis tools to guide her in this
selection process or to perform the selection and allocation
transparently. If AutoHBM provides the size of data as a metric
for helping in this decision process, there are other factors
that should be used to determine what is bandwidth-critical
data. VTune [9] performance analyzer has the capability to
provide proﬁling information about the high-bandwidth parts
of user code. However, with VTune, the user needs to run her
application at least once, to be able to make the selections, and
then introduce explicit library calls in her code to perform the
allocations in the HBM in subsequent runs. In this paper, we
design and implement a static analysis to detect bandwidthcritical data. The result of this analysis can be used by the
user to manually change her code or by compiler/runtime to
automatically transform DDR allocations to HBM allocations.
This can be completely transparent to the user.
Here we use two well-known and heavily-used scientiﬁc
benchmarks to motivate our analysis. The ﬁrst code, Stencil,
shown in Figure 2, represents a portion of the OpenMP version
of a 3D 7-point stencil computation. Stencil codes present a
high level of data reuse between neighboring points; this reuse
grows linearly with the number of array elements. In this code
snippet, the data reuse is manifested in one kernel for the array
A0; the code is parallel (except for the outer loop).
For performance experiments, we use a one-node machine
with one Intel(R) Xeon Phi(TM) CPU 7210 processor @
1.30GHz conﬁgured with the Sub-NUMA clustering mode.

C. Programming KNL MCDRAM
Using MCDRAM as addressable memory requires more application development than in the simpler cache-based model.
This can be performed in four ways, using (1) calls to the
hbwmalloc library [6], which is the high-bandwidth memory
interface, (2) calls to the Intel memkind library [7], calls to
the AutoHBW library [8], which is part of memkind, or (4)
via the numactl command.
In the ﬁrst case, the allocation of fv into DDR is done
using:
float *fv;
fv = (float *)malloc(sizeof(float)*n);
while allocation into MCDRAM is achieved via:
float *fv;
fv = (float *)hbw_malloc(sizeof(float)*n);
The second approach uses the Intel memkind library [7],
which is a memory management system that can support any
number of memory classes. This heap manager enables allocations to memories having different properties. The memkind li-

1 See
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https://software.intel.com/en-us/node/580357

#define Index3D(nx,ny,i,j,k)
\
((i)+nx*((j)+ny*(k)))
...
for (t = 0; t < timesteps; t++) {
#pragma omp parallel for
for (k = 1; k < nz - 1; k++) {
for (j = 1; j < ny - 1; j++) {
for (i = 1; i < nx - 1; i++) {
Anext[Index3D (nx, ny, i, j, k)] =
A0[Index3D(nx, ny, i, j, k + 1)] +
A0[Index3D(nx, ny, i, j, k - 1)] +
A0[Index3D(nx, ny, i, j + 1, k)] +
A0[Index3D(nx, ny, i, j - 1, k)] +
A0[Index3D(nx, ny, i + 1, j, k)] +
A0[Index3D(nx, ny, i - 1, j, k)] 6.0 * A0[Index3D(nx, ny, i, j, k)]
/(fac*fac);
}
}
}
temp_ptr = A0;
A0 = Anext;
Anext = temp_ptr;
}
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Figure 3: DDR vs. HBM execution time of OpenMP version
of 3D 7-point Stencil
multiple considerations to take into account while allocating
data in the MCDRAM, since an application only takes full
advantage of KNL if it is highly parallelizable and memory
movements are regular, i.e., with a constant stride. Arrays that
are used in irregular memory accesses in CG, namely p and z,
will hurt the performance if allocated in the MCDRAM. The
arrays A, q and r, which are used with contiguous accesses,
should reside in the MCDRAM. Finally, x should be given
a low priority to be allocated in the MCDRAM because it is
not used in a store operation. Store operations are more costly
than load operations.

Figure 2: Snippet code from a 3D 7-point stencil derived from
the heat equation benchmark (the sequential version has been
extracted from [10])
This KNL processor has 32 tiles (64 cores with 4 threads per
core), 16 GB of MCDRAM and 96 GB of DDR4. We used
ICC 16.0.3 and LLVM 3.9, sporting Clang 3.9 for compiling
OpenMP and sequential codes. We used the -O3 option for
both ICC and LLVM compilations.
We show in Figure 3 the performance results of running
the OpenMP version of our 3D 7-point stencil on KNL using
two compilers: the Intel compiler and LLVM. We can see the
advantage of putting data in the high-bandwidth memory of
KNL, namely MCDRAM, especially for larger stencils. Stencil
codes thus fall under the category of memory-bandwidthbound codes.
The memkind library provides a mechanism to set a fallback
policy, used when insufﬁcient high-bandwidth memory is
available. In our experiments, we used the following statement:

for (cgit = 1; cgit <= cgitmax; cgit++){
...
#pragma omp for
for (j = 0; j < lastrow - firstrow + 1; j++) {
suml = 0.0;
for (k = rowstr[j]; k < rowstr[j+1]; k++) {
suml = suml + a[k]*p[colidx[k]];
}
q[j] = suml;
}
#pragma omp for reduction (+:d)
for (j = 0; j < lastcol -firstcol + 1; j++){
d = d + p[j] * q[j];
}
...
}

hbw_set_policy(HBM_POLICY_BIND);
in order to ensure that, if insufﬁcient high-bandwidth memory
is available to satisfy an allocation request, an error will be
returned. Thus, all our allocation requests in the HBM will
actually reside in the HBM.
The second code, shown in Figure 4, is extracted from
the function conj_grad of the OpenMP C version of the
NAS Parallel CG benchmark [11]. Here, we show two kernels
where data reuse is manifested for the arrays p and q. The CG
benchmark is a more complicated case than Stencil because
it contains different types of memory accesses and several
matrix and vector multiplications and additions. Note that a
pseudo-code algorithm to show the arrays involved in this
computation can be found in [12]. In this case, there are

Figure 4: Snippet code from the NAS-NPB CG benchmark
(from [11])
An another consideration to be taken into account when
using HBM in our allocation strategy is how sequential code
performs on KNL when allocating data in the MCDRAM.
One property of MCDRAM is that it is physically placed onpackage, with many wires into it. Because of the many wires,
many memory locations can be accessed simultaneously.
However, if the code is sequential or the parallel region is
executed by only one thread (indicated by the omp single
or omp master constructs of OpenMP), individual accesses
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for each variable υ. We assume, for this computation, the
existence of a function R that provides, for any variable υ,
the set R(υ) of its references in a given program. To estimate
how much the references R = R(υ) to the data associated
to a variable υ is bandwidth-critical, the priority computation
P(R) relies on the following three weighted metrics;
1) access pattern bandwidth(R), which tests if the set of
(accesses to the) references R can be described as a
linear function of loop iterations or if it is irregular;
2) data reuse cost cost(r), which is the cost of a memory
operation on a reference r ∈ R;
3) individual vs. simultaneous access workshare(r), testing whether r ∈ R is part of a sequential or parallel
programming construct.
We gather these various traits into a single formula deﬁning
the priority function P:

to the HBM take about the same time as that of the DDR
memory. We show in Figures 5 and 6 results of running the
sequential versions of Stencil and CG using both the LLVM
and Intel compilers. These results conﬁrm that a program with
individual data accesses does not take advantage of the HBM.
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Figure 5: DDR vs. HBM execution time of the sequential
version of 3D 7-point Stencil
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1 ∀r ∈ R, r is regular
0 otherwise

(2)
(3)

(4)

Note that this metric could be extended with other metric
parameters, such as the size of the underlying variable.

Interprocedural Memory Operations Count ( ) The sum
used in the priority formula function counts the number of signiﬁcant memory operations in R. In practice,
these memory operations refer to the set of references
R = R(υ) for a given variable υ. To implement this
sum, we use the existing use-def chain analysis of LLVM,
which provides the set of users of each value deﬁnition
in LLVM.
However, this analysis is intra-procedural, i.e., it is limited to the function where the deﬁnition occurs. In our
work, the analysis pass recurses when encountering uses
of a given variable as an instance of a function call
argument. Thus, our analysis is able to get the interprocedural use/def instances of values. This extension is
required; for instance, to get the number of use/defs of
the matrix A in CG, we need to visit the main function,
then the conj_grad procedure, and also the outlined
function resulting from the OpenMP parallel regions that
are passed as an argument to the OpenMP library routine
__kmpc_fork_call. Thus, we count the number of
memory operations in the generated LLVM IR, namely
load, store and getelementptr instructions used
to compute the address of a given reference.
Data Reuse Cost (cost) Store operations are more costly
than load operations. The function cost is used to assign

100
80
60
40
20
0
DDR(all)
HBM(all)
Different versions of CG (CLASS C)

Figure 6: DDR vs. HBM execution time of the CG sequential
version
IV. HBM A LLOCATION M ETHODOLOGY
Data reuse can occur within the same instruction inside
one loop (case of Stencil), between different loops in the
same function or between loops in different functions (case
of CG). In this paper, we address these three cases in a
compiler analysis pass that assigns a priority value to arrays to
help decide which array(s) should reside into the HBM. This
priority function is fed to a compiler transformation pass that
automatically allocates higher-priority data in the HBM. This
section details the methodology used for HBM allocations.
A. BCDA Design and Implementation
In this paper, we create a compiler analysis, called
Bandwidth-Critical Data Analysis (BCDA), that intends to detect bandwidth-bound data by calculating a priority P(R(υ))
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able, replaces malloc calls to calls to memkind_alloc.
This system-speciﬁc function, at run time, allocates non-zeropriority variables on the HBM if such a HBM exists and
is of sufﬁcient size. The goal of this transformation pass is
to provide a preliminary prototype for our analysis in the
case of MCDRAM while addressing the issue of performance
portability. As a simple example, the code for the allocation
of the integer array a:

a weight to each reference operation. We chose, based on
an empirical study, the weight 1 for a load operation and
2 for a store operation.
Individual vs. Simultaneous Access (workshare) As
a
use-case study, we chose OpenMP because it is the
defacto shared-memory programming language standard.
Our analysis will detect if an access r has been
performed in an OpenMP work-sharing region or not.
An individual reference corresponds to a memory access
that happens in sequential regions such as single
or master regions in OpenMP or sequential code.
A simultaneous/parallel access, on the other hand,
corresponds to an access that will be performed by
multiple threads at once. Since using MCDRAM
gives comparable results to using DDR in the case of
single OpenMP regions and sequential codes, we set
workshare to 0 for this particular case. Otherwise, the
region is work-sharing, and workshare is set to 1.
Regular vs. Irregular Access Pattern (bandwidth) To detect if a given R is regular or not, we analyze the
subscripts present in all the references r in R, and
represent this information as 1 if all accesses are regular
or irregular. Irregular memory accesses make the code
latency-bound and thus it should be an absorbing coefﬁcient (0) to the priority function. For instance, p and z in
the CG code are used with irregular accesses. Note that
this is a very important metric parameter, because arrays
with irregular accesses will hurt performance if allocated
in the MCDRAM. The value of bandwidth(R) has been
chosen, based on empirical study, to be 0 if at least one
access r ∈ R is irregular.
In our LLVM prototype, regarding irregular accesses,
we only consider the case of indirect accesses. This
corresponds to analyzing the indices arguments of the
getelementptr instruction used in computing the
reference address of r. We analyze the previous uses
of these indices, and mark r as irregular if at least
one of these previous uses has been computed using a
getelementptr instruction, thus indicating that r is
an indirect access.

int *a = malloc(sizeof(int) * n);
which is represented in the LLVM IR as follows:
%call3 = call i8* @malloc(i64 %mul)
%6 = bitcast i8* %call3 to i32*
store i32* %6, i32** @a, align 8
will be transformed using our transformation pass (HBMTransform)2 into the following:
%call31 = call i8* @memkind_alloc(i64 %mul)
%6 = bitcast i8* %call31 to i32*
store i32* %6, i32** @a, align 8
In order to implement our transformation pass, we extend the existing LLVM runtime library, namely compilerrt, with the code deﬁnition of the memkind_alloc
function. This function ﬁrst queries the system using
hbw_check_available() to check if MCDRAM is
available (handling the cases when KNL is booted in
cache mode or of processors with no MCDRAM at all).
Then, in case of success, it allocates data there using
hbw_malloc; otherwise, the original malloc call is preserved. This function calls hbw_set_policy with argument HBW_POLICY_PREFERRED in order to ensure that, if
sufﬁcient memory is not available from the high bandwidth
memory at allocation time, a fall back to DDR allocation is
used. Note that this deﬁnition can be extended in the future
to handle other kinds of memories.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We, ﬁrst, extended the LLVM 3.9 compiler, sporting Clang
3.9, with our BCDA pass to analyze the LLVM intermediate
representation of programs. We then applied our analysis on
the C OpenMP version of the NAS-NPB Conjugate Gradient
Benchmark kernel (since we use Clang as front end for LLVM,
the input code that can be used for this work had to be written
in C/C++). NAS-NPB CG uses the conjugate gradient method
to solve an unstructured sparse linear system. We used the -O3
option for both ICC and LLVM compilations.
The largest matrix used in the code extracted from [11]
is the ﬂoating-point matrix A. The main procedure is
conj_grad, which contains 7 matrix-vector, vector-vector
multiplication and vector-vector addition kernels. These 7
kernels are contained within a loop of 25 iterations. CG
operates on 6 ﬂoating-point arrays, namely A, x, z, p, q and r.

B. Allocation Transformation Design and Implementation
Once the priority function is generated for each variable,
the next step is to transform malloc operations to highbandwidth allocation calls, via hbw_malloc instructions in
the case of KNL. Making this transformation automatically
will require to ﬁnd adequate solutions to the following challenges. Since performance portability is a key goal here, we
cannot statically generate a single code that will run on every
system node, because of the variety of the node architectures:
systems that do not contain HBM at all, systems that contain
MCDRAM, systems with HBM2 of NVIDIA Pascal, etc.
Moreover, the size of the data and of the different kinds of
memories are often run-time information.
In this work, we added in LLVM a transformation pass that,
based on the priority value generated by BCDA for every vari-

2 Command opt -load /home/dkhaldi/LLVM-HBM/build/lib/
LLVMMemory.so -HBMTransform example.ll
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Our analysis generates the information presented in Table I.
As discussed in Section III, our analysis detects that z and p
are used in irregular memory accesses. x is used once with no
store operations. All arrays are used in work-sharing OpenMP
regions. Note that we analyzed only the part included in the
timing-enabled code (Timer T_bench in CG code).
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Table I: Critical data analysis results for the CG benchmark
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Figure 7: DDR- vs. HBM-array-allocation performance of the
OpenMP version of CG

Based on these results, memkind_alloc calls generated
by our transformation pass implemented in the LLVM compiler allocate the non-zero-priority arrays in MCDRAM using
hbw_malloc. Note that, when using the ICC compiler to
generate binary code, we have to transform the allocation
calls manually because our transformation pass has been only
implemented in LLVM. However, our analysis pass can be
applied within any compiler or by the user via the output
prettyprinted in Table I; the user can indeed allocate manually
her data based on Table I.
We show in Figure 7 the performance results of running
the OpenMP version of CG on the KNL machine described
in Section III. We show in this ﬁgure the results for the cases
where we allocate all or less-prioritized arrays in MCDRAM.
These results are conﬁrmed using both the ICC and LLVM
compilers. Note that we are not comparing here LLVM against
ICC but we evaluate whether our analysis gives good performance regarding the use of HBM for both compilers.
Arrays that are used with irregular memory accesses,
namely p and z, hurt the performance when allocated in the
MCDRAM. This is due to the fact that the code operating
on these arrays is latency-bound. Since the latency of DDR is
lower than the one of MCDRAM, p and z should be allocated
in DDR (using malloc); other arrays, namely A, q and r,
which are used with predictable and contiguous accesses, have
higher priority and can be allocated in MCDRAM. Also, x is
given a lower priority for MCDRAM allocation, because it is
not used in a store operation.
One possibility to improve BCDA is to take into account
the size of data as an additional metric factor when computing
priority. For instance, A has an access frequency close to the
one of x but, in fact, requires signiﬁcantly more bandwidth
than x, because it is a large matrix; that’s why its allocation
into the MCDRAM gives considerable improvement. A should
thus receive a higher priority if the size parameter were
introduced into the priority calculation. Since this information
cannot always be provided by the compiler, we can envision
the use of hints from the user about how big the arrays in her
code are. Also, our analysis can be combined with runtime
libraries such as AutoHBW to avoid allocating data of size
less than a speciﬁc threshold.

VI. R ELATED W ORK
At the API level, Sequoia [13], Legion [14], [15], Resilient
Distributed Datasets (RDDs) and Adios [16] added support
for abstractions to allocate and move data across the memory
hierarchy. Also, the Intel memkind library [7] can manage
any number of memories. Recently, the memkind library has
been used in High Order Seismic Simulations [17] to place
data structures in a speciﬁc memory region in the KNL. This
work exploited the two-level memory subsystem and 2D mesh
interconnect of the KNL. Speciﬁcally, fast-running data has
been placed manually in the MCDRAM whereas slow-running
data has been placed manually in the DDR4. Their experiments
showed that KNL outperforms the Xeon Phi Knights Corner
(KNC) by more than 2.9x in time-to-solution. Similarly,
Cray and Intel proposed a draft extension to OpenMP via
new directives to convert standard heap allocations to highbandwidth memory allocations. The extension from Cray
introduces the #pragma memory(bandwidth) directive,
where the bandwidth attribute maps to KNL MCDRAM. The
extension from Intel adds a memkind directive as follows:
float a[n];
#pragma omp memkind(fastmem:a)
The goal of our approach is to automate this process in order
to reduce the burden on the programmer side.
At the compiler level, memory hierarchy optimizations
using loop transformations, integer linear programming and
reuse buffer allocation to optimize the on-chip memory allocation and that involve scratch-pad and caches were proposed
in [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. The main
technique is to allocate the intermediate buffers that handle
frequently-used data in fast memories in order to reduce
the cost of data movement. The scope of these compiler
approaches is per loop nest. In our work, we analyze whole
programs to extract the reuse information and access patterns
between loop nests, within the same function and also interprocedurally.
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VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we addressed the issue of the efﬁcient utilization of High Bandwidth Memory from a compiler point
of view. We created an analysis pass (BCDA) that detects
bandwidth-critical data and allocate them in the HBM. We
chose the HBM, called MCDRAM, of the Knights Landing
Xeon Phi processor as a use case to assess the validity of our
analysis.
We implemented our Bandwidth-Critical Data analysis and
transformation in the LLVM compiler and applied it on the CG
benchmarks from the NAS benchmark. Then, we allocated the
data in the MCDRAM using hbwmalloc library calls. Using
the priority generated by BCDA, we achieved a 2.29x of
speedup using the LLVM compiler and a 2.33x speedup using
the Intel compiler compared to the DDR version of CG. Note
that our analysis pass can also be used by analysis and proﬁling
tools to guide the user on how to best take advantage of HBM
in compliant systems.
In future work, we plan to improve the accuracy of our priority function. This can be done by tuning some coefﬁcients and
including other parameters such as the size of data. Moreover,
we will implement more precise analyses regarding irregular
accesses and instruction counts for recursive functions and
nested loops. In order to make our experiments more solid,
we plan to compare allocations in the ﬂat mode of MCDRAM
with the MCDRAM in cache mode.
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